Cleopatra
Vocabulary List

Philosophers
Republic
Provinces
Conniving
Episode
Anecdotes
Propoganda
Abandon
Peculiar
Pervaded
Scandalized
Conspirators
Sophisticated
Truce
Recuperation
Boistrous

philosophers

abandon

republic

provinces

peculiar

pervaded

conniving

scandalized

episode

conspirators

anecdotes

sophisticated

propaganda

truce

recuperation

boisterous

Questions for Cleopatra
Answer these questions in complete sentences. Watch your spelling
and punctuation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Were the Ptolemies truly Egpytian Pharaohs? If not, what
where they?
How old was Cleopatra VII when she became queen of Egypt?
How did Cleopatra get in to see Julius Caesar when he
interrupted her planned civil war against her brother?
Why were the Romans scandalized that Caesar had made
Cleopatra his wife?
What happened to Caesar during the Ides of March?
How did Cleopatra dazzle Mark Antony?

Choose one essay question to write a paragraph about. Make sure
you have restated the question as your opening sentence. Your
paragraph should be 5 or 6 sentences long.
1.

What evidence suggests that Antony and Cleopatra were in
love?

2.

What did Antony do that guaranteed his falling out of favor with
Octavia?

3.

How did Antony and Cleopatra die?

4.

Was Cleopatra a moral lady? Why or why not?
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Cleopatra Comprehension Test
Directions: Fill in the oval next to the correct answer.
1. How many husbands did Cleopatra have in all?
Ο 1
Ο 2
Ο 3
2. What was beautiful about Cleopatra to the Roman men?
Ο her wealth
Ο her looks and Ο her
and country
clothes
intelligence and
personality

Ο 4
Ο her role as a
goddess

3. Why were the Roman people scandalized about her marrying Caesar?
Ο they first had Ο she was from Ο he was so
Ο he already
a baby out of
a different
much older than had a wife
wedlock
country
she was
4. Who inherited Caesar's wealth and power?
Ο Caesaron
Ο Ptolemy
Ο Octavian

Ο Cleopatra

5. How many children did Cleopatra and Antony have together?
Ο 1
Ο 2
Ο 3
Ο 4
6. Who was Antony's first wife whom he divorced?
Ο His sister
Ο Octavian's
Ο Caesar's
sister
widow
7. Why did Antony loose the battle to Octavian?
Ο Octavian had Ο Octavian
Ο Octavian
more men
planned a sneak talked all of
attack
Antony's soldiers
into following him

Ο Cleopatra

Ο He took
chase after
Cleopatra going
to Egypt

8. How did Antony die?
Ο suicide
Ο murder

Ο poisoned

Ο old age

9. How did Cleopatra die?
Ο suicide
Ο murder

Ο poisoned

Ο old age

10. How old was Cleopatra when she became queen of Egypt?
Ο 48
Ο 38
Ο 28
Ο 18

Cleopatra Vocabulary Test
philosophers
episode
peculiar
sophisticated

republic
anecdotes
pervaded
truce

provinces
propaganda
scandalized
recuperation

conniving
abandon
conspirators
boisterous

Directions: Choose the vocabulary word that correctly completes the sentence
and write it in the blank. Please be careful of the spelling.
1.

The two enemies decided to call a _______________ for the longed for
peace between them.

2.

A common belief in humanism ________________________ the culture.

3.

Politicians often broadcast ________________________ against their
opponents.

4.

The criminal was discovered to have many __________________ to help
him achieve his crimes.

5.

Their are many ___________________ ruled by local governors under the
main government of the land.

6.

She wore a ___________________ perfume that was said to come from
Ethiopia.

7.

The American people were ______________________________ over the
assassination of President Kennedy.

8.

The ____________________ of the temper tantrum brought the boy a
month of grounding.

9.

The ____________________________ for the problems of mankind can
be found in the Scriptures.

10.

The death of Cleopatra and Antony brought about the end of the Roman
_____________________ and the beginning of the Roman Empire.

11.

The two-year-old was very _______________________ in his desire for
milk.

12.

We should never _____________________________ our faith in Christ.

13.

The __________________________ from surgery will take a few months.

14.

The lawyers acted very ______________________ in the political world.

15.

The scam artist was very ______________________ in getting the people
to trust in his schemes.

16.

The __________________________ spend many hours thinking about
issues that most people never bother with.

